THE BIG PICTURE

LiveText allows student learning outcomes to be accurately measured via matching individual learning elements directly with a standard set as directed by various accrediting bodies such as SACS, NCATE, CACREP, The Alabama Department of Education, HOMER etc.

How does this work?

1. Curriculum committees agree on assignments that will best meet required standards as outlined by an accrediting organization.
2. Various standards are matched with each grading element as outlined in the assignments.
3. The assignment and rubric templates are created in LiveText for each assignment within a specified course.
4. Each semester or term students and faculty are matched up based on roster information pulled directly from Datatel.
5. The preset assignment/rubric information is loaded for each course for students to complete and faculty to evaluate.
6. At the end of the semester/term reports can be run showing the outcomes of whole programs, courses and individuals with detailed accuracy.
7. During an accreditation visit reports can be provided along with examples of student work, interrater grading information and individual charting progress based on the standards outlined by the accrediting bodies. Faculty can also view problem areas with their courses and use this information to remediate or go back over areas of concern.
This alleviates faculty and administrative staff having to scramble for bits and pieces of data from previous semesters/terms when an accreditation visit is about to occur.
Lots of Information at One Location

Many of the College of Education programs are moving to LiveText to house their information as it is in a secure environment and can be easily distributed to individuals, groups or the enter network.

For Example: The Psychology Program

All faculty will receive access to the Troy University Psychology Program - Faculty Information document. This houses all pertinent information within that program which will only be viewable by the faculty. This includes all master syllabi, testing information, Psychology organizations etc.
PSY students also receive a version in their LiveText accounts which gives only information that they will require.

Any updates made to these documents by specified editors are immediate and universal, meaning that one change transmits to all accounts at once. This promotes greater accuracy and better communication.